Polyclonal free light chains: promising new biomarkers in inflammatory disease
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Abstract: In this review, we explore potential novel roles of polyclonal free light chains (FLCs) as a biomarker of disease processes and predictor of mortality in different patient populations. In recent years, there have been many publications demonstrating raised polyclonal FLCs in several inflammatory and infective diseases. However, the potential utility of FLCs as a clinical biomarker remains an area of debate. We review the current evidence, and establish whether certain key criteria to fulfill the role of a useful biomarker have been satisfied. In addition, we also consider the potential role of FLCs in the pathophysiology of inflammatory disease and address the concepts of FLCs as both a therapeutic target and potential therapeutic agent.
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Introduction

A biomarker is defined by the National Institutes of Health working group as “a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention”.¹ One of the main drives behind establishing validated biomarkers is their utility as surrogate end points in clinical trials. Following the observation of increased polyclonal free light chains (FLCs) in a number of autoimmune and inflammatory diseases, many groups have published on their potential role as a biomarker of B-cell activity and adaptive immune activation. In this review article, we explore the utility of polyclonal FLC measurement as a clinical biomarker, examining the available evidence. In addition, we address the known biological properties of FLCs, and discuss their potential role in the pathogenesis of inflammatory disease.

FLC structure

Within the human body each day, there is an excess of FLCs produced as a byproduct of immunoglobulin synthesis. Immunoglobulins are composed of two heavy chains and two light chains linked by noncovalent forces and disulfide bonds.² There are two light chain isotypes — κ and λ — and each immunoglobulin molecule contains only one of these isotypes.

Monoclonal versus polyclonal FLCs

FLCs produced by multiple B-cell clones are termed “polyclonal”, whereas Bence Jones proteins (BJPs) are “monoclonal” FLCs produced by a malignant proliferation of a single clone of B cells. Much of the understanding of the structure and immunological...
properties of light chains originally came from the study of BJPs, as they could be readily isolated from both serum and urine specimens for analysis.¹

**FLC structure variability**

Light chains are polypeptides containing both a variable and a constant region. The amino acid sequence of the variable region of light chains is unique to each FLC, and the number of amino acid residues in this region can differ.² The complementary determining residues within the variable region of light chains contribute to the diversity and heterogeneity of FLCs. This is likely to at least in part be responsible for their differing capacity to aggregate and their varying pathogenic potential.³

“Free” light chains (ie, those not bound to heavy chains within an immunoglobulin molecule) can exist in monomeric, dimeric, or higher oligomeric and polymeric forms.²,⁴–⁷ κ FLCs are described as generally monomeric in form, but can exist as a noncovalently linked dimer. On the contrary, λ FLCs are usually dimeric in form with covalent bonds between them (Figure 1).²

**FLC synthesis**

Excess FLCs secreted into the circulation are not produced by immunoglobulin breakdown,⁴ but are synthesized de novo by B cells that are matured beyond the pre-B-cell phase.⁹ Immunoglobulins are produced by polyribosomes within the endoplasmic reticulum, which is where the synthesis of both heavy chains and light chains occurs.¹⁰ Interestingly, there is a conformational difference between the polypeptides of light chains that are newly synthesized compared to those secreted. The former “precursor” light chain has up to 20 additional amino-terminal residues.¹¹,¹² These extra residues are cleaved prior to secretion of the FLC. Initially thought to be an unimportant byproduct, the immunological properties of these secreted light chains is now an area of much interest.

**Production of polyclonal FLCs in inflammation**

As FLCs are produced as an excess byproduct of antibody production by B cells, measuring FLCs has been proposed to be a biomarker of B-cell activity in a number of autoimmune and...
inflammatory conditions. In a review by Wahren-Herlenius and Dörner, they describe how “B cell differentiation and activation thresholds are disturbed, leading to skewing of the B cell pool and immunoglobulin production” in systemic autoimmune disease. Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an example of an autoimmune disease characterized by production of multiple autoantibodies and hypergammaglobulinemia. It seems plausible that the excess FLCs produced during this humoral B-cell response explain the increase in polyclonal FLCs seen in the disease state. However, an increase in circulating FLCs has also been observed in inflammatory conditions that are not typically associated with autoantibody production, such as asthma and idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. This is presumed to be due to polyclonal B-cell activation. An increase in FLCs in response to certain viral infections has also been observed.

### Measuring FLC concentrations

The eponymous BJP was first described in 1847. Historically, serum and urine protein electrophoresis and immunofixation electrophoresis have been employed to quantify monoclonal FLC overproduction and diagnose a number of hematological conditions, including monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance, multiple myeloma, primary systemic amyloidosis, and light-chain deposition disease. More recently, an automated immunoassay was developed that could quantify both κ and λ FLCs with high sensitivity and specificity in the serum. The assay works by utilizing antibodies that bind to epitopes on the FLCs, which are concealed by the interface between the heavy chain and the light chain in an intact immunoglobulin molecule. The use of this serum FLC assay has been incorporated into many hematological guidelines, negating the need for urine electrophoresis in the screening of many hematological disorders.

The quantity of circulating FLCs depends on the balance between synthesis by B cells and clearance within the kidney. A number of factors can affect the production of FLCs, some of which we have already discussed, such as polyclonal B-cell activation in autoimmune and inflammatory conditions. However, in this situation, the κ/λ ratio should remain within the normal range. In patients with monoclonal gammopathies, a monoclonal FLC overproduction will alter the balance between κ and λ FLC production, resulting in an abnormal ratio. Immune suppression by either a disease process or as a result of drug therapy can cause a reduction in FLC production. Serum FLCs have a half-life of 2–6 hours. They are both excreted and catabolized by the kidney, so impairment in renal function will result in higher circulating FLC concentrations, but the κ/λ ratio should remain unaltered.

Katzmann et al established the normal ranges for serum κ and λ FLCs using the automated immunoassay, which are as follows: κ, 3.3–19.4 mg/L; λ, 5.7–26.3 mg/L; and κ/λ ratio, 0.26–1.65.

### Polyclonal FLCs as biomarkers in disease states: indication of prognosis and outcome

**Inflammatory and autoimmune diseases**

Interest in polyclonal FLCs as a biomarker started with the observation of increased concentrations in a variety of biological fluids, including blood, synovial fluid, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and bronchoalveolar lavage, in patients suffering from different inflammatory and autoimmune conditions. Table 1, while not exhaustive, summarizes the key findings in some of these reports.

There is a need for biomarkers to help identify patients at risk of disease flares, monitor response to treatment, and be a guide to escalating management with immunosuppressive treatments with the aim of limiting end-organ damage. However, to be a truly useful clinical biomarker, there are certain criteria that need to be addressed. Ideally, a biomarker should be central to the pathophysiology of the disease process, relate to disease activity and severity, be stable and fluctuate only with disease flares, predict disease progression, and be sensitive to treatments known to be effective. Following on from the discovery of increased FLCs in a number of inflammatory conditions, studies have been published examining serum polyclonal FLCs as a marker of disease activity and severity and predictor of outcome, as summarized in Table 2. The greatest number of biomarker-validation criteria has been satisfied in SLE. However, despite this, FLCs are still not currently used in routine clinical practice.

**Malignancy**

The prognostic value of measuring monoclonal FLCs in plasma-cell dyscrasias is well documented, but there is increasing interest in polyclonal FLCs as a biomarker in lymphoid malignancies. A polyclonal increase in FLC levels has been found to be a predictor of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) in patients with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Abnormal B-cell function is a well-recognized complication of HIV, and Landgren et al wanted to test the hypothesis that the risk of NHL in patients with HIV was...
Table 1 Summary of some of the key findings of reports regarding increased free light chains (FLCs) measured in biological fluids in the listed autoimmune and inflammatory diseases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>FLC observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systemic lupus erythematosus</td>
<td>Epstein and Tan — Increased FLCs in serum(^{24})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooper and Bluestone — Increased FLCs in serum, urine, and synovial fluid(^{25})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hirohata and Miyamoto — Increased FLCs in CSF of four of 13 patients with CNS involvement(^{26})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tsi et al — Increased FLCs in urine in patients with active lupus nephritis(^{27})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hopper et al — Increased FLCs in urine during disease activity(^{28})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aggarwal et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{19})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatoid arthritis</td>
<td>Cooper and Bluestone — Increased FLCs in urine, synovial fluid, and pleural and pericardial effusions(^{29})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salling et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{20})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gottenberg et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{31})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gottenberg et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{32})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groot Kormelink et al — Increased FLCs in serum and synovial fluid(^{33})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ye et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{34})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sjögren’s syndrome</td>
<td>Moutsopoulos et al — Increased (\lambda) FLCs in serum(^{35})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gottenberg et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{31})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarcoïdosis</td>
<td>Salling et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{35})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>Kraneveld et al — Increased (\kappa) FLC levels in serum(^{15})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPD</td>
<td>Braber et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{36})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis</td>
<td>Groot Kormelink et al — Increased FLCs in serum and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid(^{41})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypersensitivity pneumonitis</td>
<td>Groot Kormelink et al — Increased FLCs in serum and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid(^{41})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhinitis</td>
<td>Powe et al — Increased FLCs in nasal secretions in allergic rhinitis (AR) and nasal secretions and serum in non-AR (NAR)(^{37})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Groot Kormelink et al — Increased FLCs in serum and nasal secretions (more prominent in patients with nasal polyposis)(^{38})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meng et al — Increased FLCs in serum and nasal secretions in AR and NAR(^{39})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atopic dermatitis</td>
<td>Kayserova et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{40})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schouten et al — Increased (\kappa) FLC levels in serum(^{41})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food allergy (cow’s milk proteins)</td>
<td>Schouten et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{41})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammatory bowel disease</td>
<td>Rijnierse et al — Increased FLCs in serum(^{42})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sclerosis</td>
<td>Rudick et al — Increased FLCs in CSF(^{43})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DeCarli et al — Increased (\kappa) FLCs and increased (\kappa/\lambda) ratio in CSF(^{44})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fagnart et al — Increased FLCs in CSF, increased KCI ((\kappa) chain index = (\kappa) CSF:serum ratio) and LCI ((\lambda) chain index)(^{45})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krakauer et al — Increased FLCs in CSF(^{46})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presslauer et al — Increased FLCs in CSF and increased KCI(^{47})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dobson et al — Increased FLCs in urine(^{48})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senel et al — Increased (\kappa) FLCs in CSF and increased KCI(^{49})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; CNS, central nervous system; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

due to this altered immunoregulatory state.\(^{65}\) The study found that the NHL risk increased proportionally with increasing FLC levels. An abnormal \(\kappa/\lambda\) ratio did not predict NHL in these patients. Interestingly, increased polyclonal FLCs have been observed in many autoimmune conditions that are also associated with an increased risk of NHL, such as rheumatoid arthritis, Sjögren’s syndrome, and SLE.\(^{67}\) Sjögren’s syndrome in particular is considered a spectrum of autoimmune disease and lymphoproliferation thought to evolve from polyclonal to overt monoclonal B-cell malignancies.\(^{35}\) In one study, 22% of patients with Sjögren’s syndrome were found to have monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance, which was associated with a poor clinical outcome.\(^{68}\) The detection of monoclonal FLCs in the urine of patients with Sjögren’s syndrome has been found to be a potential aid in the diagnosis of lymphoma.\(^{69}\) However, the utility of measuring polyclonal serum FLCs in predicting the risk of lymphoid malignancies in these conditions has not been evaluated to date. Increased polyclonal FLCs have however been associated with a poor outcome in chronic lymphocytic leukemia,\(^{70,71}\) Hodgkin’s lymphoma,\(^{72}\) and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.\(^{73}\)

**FLCs and infection**

The primary function of the adaptive immune system is to provide an immunological memory to maximize the body’s ability to recognize and destroy pathogens capable of causing infection. It is unsurprising, therefore, that as a potential biomarker of “adaptive immune activation”, polyclonal
Table 2 Validation criteria (✓) that have been demonstrated with respect to the different diseases listed; references provided in parentheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chronic autoimmune or inflammatory disease</th>
<th>FLC biomarker-validation criteria</th>
<th>Is stable and only varies with events known to relate to disease progression</th>
<th>Predicts progression</th>
<th>Is sensitive to intervention factors that are known to be effective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systemic lupus erythematosus</td>
<td>✓ (51)</td>
<td>✓ (27–29, 52, 53)</td>
<td>✓ (28, 54)</td>
<td>✓ (52, 55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatoid arthritis</td>
<td>✓ (56)</td>
<td>✓ (30–34)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sjögren’s syndrome</td>
<td>✓ (57)</td>
<td>✓ (31, 58)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarcoidosis</td>
<td>✓ (59)</td>
<td>✓ (30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhinitis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atopic dermatitis</td>
<td>✓ (60)</td>
<td>✓ (40)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sclerosis</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓ (61)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *The first criterion has been considered to be satisfied if a B-cell response is a key factor in the pathogenesis of the disease.

Abbreviation: FLC, free light chain.

increase in FLCs has been seen in a number of different infections. Hopper et al observed an increase in urinary FLC measurements in eight inpatients treated for sepsis and pneumonia, which decreased in response to treatment. This is an important observation to make, as when exploring the utility of FLCs as a biomarker in autoimmune disease, it must be remembered that the patients are at greater risk of infections as a result of both the disease process and often immunosuppressive treatments. It may therefore be difficult to establish if a polyclonal increase in FLCs is solely due to autoimmune/inflammatory disease activity or concurrent infection. If FLCs were utilized clinically, the wrong interpretation of results could cause inappropriate treatment strategies to be undertaken, ie, immunosuppressive therapy given during infection or unnecessary antibiotics to be given during a noninfective disease flare. This was highlighted in a study that examined urinary FLC levels in SLE patients with and without infection, as well as patients with infection without SLE. Neither κ nor λ FLC measurement was able to distinguish between infection and disease activity. In addition, the patients with active infection without SLE had FLC levels comparable to those seen in SLE patients with a disease flare.

FLCs and human immunodeficiency virus

High polyclonal FLC levels have also been seen in HIV infection. An inverse relationship between CD4 count and FLC levels has been found, and a polyclonal increase in FLCs is associated with a fourfold increase risk of developing acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). Prolonged infection with HIV and the continuous replication of the virus drives B-cell dysfunction and activation, resulting in FLC overproduction due to the immune system’s ongoing efforts to clear the virus.

HIV, AIDS, and some other central nervous system infections are associated with abnormalities in intrathecal immune responses, which can be accompanied by synthesis of FLCs measurable in the CSF. Contini et al found increased Toxoplasma gondii-specific κ FLCs in AIDS patients with T. gondii encephalitis compared to both AIDS patients without T. gondii encephalitis and controls. As discussed later, FLCs may also have a protective role in some viral infections.

Mortality

Polyclonal FLC overproduction has been shown to be associated with an increased risk of mortality. Dispensieri et al followed up over 15,000 individuals aged 50 years or over who had undergone FLC analysis, and recorded their mortality and cause of death. All of the patients included in the study had a normal κ/λ ratio, thereby excluding any underlying monoclonal gammopathies. After correcting for age, sex, and renal function they found that a combined FLC level of greater than 47.2 mg/L was associated with a 2.07 hazard ratio (HR) for death. These results were echoed in a subsequent study, where combined FLC results above a higher cutoff point of 65 mg/L were associated with a high risk of death within 100 days (HR 7.1, P=0.015).

Forty-one percent of the deaths during this period of the study were due to cardiovascular causes. Interestingly, Bellary et al subsequently found a polyclonal increase of FLCs to be a risk factor for cardiovascular events in a cohort of patients with type 2 diabetes.
Two studies have looked at the role of polyclonal FLC concentrations in predicting mortality in patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD). The first study, by Haynes et al of 364 patients with stage 3–5 CKD, found that after adjusting for renal function (as measured by estimated glomerular filtration rate) and markers of cardiac damage, only λ FLC levels were associated with an increased risk of death. However, a larger study by Hutchison et al found high FLC levels to be a risk factor for death in a population of 848 patients with CKD (HR 2.71, 95% CI 2.0–3.7). Multivariate Cox regression analysis demonstrated that the increased risk was independent of renal function. These studies highlight the potential utility of polyclonal FLCs in risk stratification in both the general population and disease cohorts (Table 3).

### Biological properties of FLCs

Studies of the interaction between FLCs and polymorphonuclear leukocytes were stimulated by the need to understand why patients with renal failure were at increased risk of bacterial infections. Due to their renal clearance, FLCs are increased in the serum of patients with renal failure, and their ability to act as a “uremic toxin” was therefore investigated. Cohen et al demonstrated that polyclonal FLCs isolated from the plasma of patients undergoing hemodialysis inhibited the apoptosis of neutrophils in vitro. Neutrophils are key effector cells in the innate immune response, and apoptosis is essential for the resolution of inflammation; therefore, by inhibiting apoptosis, FLCs could potentially be responsible for perpetuating chronic neutrophilic inflammation. FLCs have also been shown to influence other neutrophil functions (Figure 2). FLCs themselves are not chemotactic, but when added to neutrophils they inhibit the chemotaxis toward N-formyl-methionine-leucine-phenylalanine (FMLP; a strong neutrophil chemoattractant). In addition, Cohen et al showed that FLCs can reduce neutrophil activation in response to FMLP, as measured by a reduction in deoxyglucose uptake. Paradoxically, Braber et al found that FLCs can bind to neutrophils in vitro and stimulate IL-8 production, identifying another mechanism by which FLCs could influence inflammation.

Redegeld et al demonstrated that FLCs can elicit hapten-specific hypersensitivity reactions in sensitized mice. FLCs can bind to mast cells, promoting activation and degranulation. This effect can be inhibited by using the FLC antagonist F991. Tamm–Horsfall protein is a glycoprotein that is synthesized within the kidney and can bind to both κ and λ FLCs. Utilizing knowledge of the FLC binding site within this glycoprotein, researchers developed F991, a 9-mer peptide sequence of the Tamm–Horsfall protein, to inhibit FLCs interactions with mast cells.

Hutchinson et al demonstrated that FLCs bind to a variety of cell membranes. They did this by incubating biotinylated FLCs with different cells and using streptavidin allophycocyanin to detect bound protein. This confirmed binding to a number of different cell lines, as well as peripheral blood mononuclear cell subtypes. In particular, there was a particularly high binding affinity for monocytes, leading to speculation regarding the role of FLCs in antigen presentation and immune-response initiation. The antigen-binding capacity of FLCs is however controversial, although recently Thio et al demonstrated the ability of FLCs to bind directly to antigens, supporting their potential to initiate antigen-specific cellular responses.

### FLC heterogeneity

It is important to recognize that the variable structure of both monoclonal and polyclonal FLCs may influence an individual FLC’s antigen-binding capacity, pathogenic potential, and ability to interact with immune cells. At present, the specific structural features that distinguish pathological and nonpathological FLCs have not been well described. Myatt et al utilized size-exclusion chromatography to analyze a large number of BJPs (monoclonal FLCs), and found that those that aggregated to form high-molecular-weight multimers in vitro were more likely to be nephrotoxic. This highlights the point that structural differences are likely to

### Table 3 Summary of studies examining the risk of mortality associated with a high combined (κ + λ) FLC level (cFLC); studies only included if patients with abnormal κ/λ ratio were excluded from multivariate analysis; confidence intervals provided in parentheses where available

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study participants</th>
<th>cFLC cutoff (mg/L)</th>
<th>Multivariate analysis hazard ratio for death (all causes)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15,859 people aged &gt;50 years from general population</td>
<td>&gt;47.2</td>
<td>2.1 (1.9–2.2)</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>527 patients referred for FLC analysis</td>
<td>&gt;65</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>848 patients with CKD not receiving renal replacement therapy</td>
<td>1-unit increase on log scale</td>
<td>2.71 (2.0–3.7)</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** FLC, free light chain; CKD, chronic kidney disease.
impact on the biological properties of FLCs. The source of FLCs (ie, monoclonal versus polyclonal, from urine of myeloma patients, ultrafiltrate from end-stage renal failure patients undergoing dialysis, or synthetically made FLCs) used to perform in vitro and in vivo experiments is therefore of importance when interpreting results. Findings may or may not be translatable to other FLC subtypes. This may explain some of the paradoxical findings reported in the literature to date.

**FLCs: potential therapeutic targets or therapeutic agents?**

**FLCs as a therapeutic target**

The biological properties of FLCs have supported the concept of FLCs themselves being pathogenic in inflammatory disease. In recent years, FLCs have become an attractive novel target, with the aim of using antagonists to reduce inflammation and disease activity. This concept remains relatively unexplored, and studies are primarily in animal models and have not been tested in humans.

van Houwelingen et al explored the role of the FLC antagonist F991 as a possible treatment for nonatopic contact-hypersensitivity reactions. Mice were immunized using trinitrophenol-specific FLCs or skin sensitized with dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB). Following this, they were topically challenged by either picryl chloride or DNFB, respectively. Both methods resulted in ear swelling, which was successfully inhibited by prior application with topical F991 cream. Post-exposure, topical F991 was also able to attenuate symptoms 24 hours after DNFB challenge. Similarly, Kraneveld et al demonstrated that intranasal treatment with F991 could prevent the development of airway inflammation and obstruction following airway challenge in a murine model of nonatopic asthma. FLCs could also play a role in the pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel disease through the activation of mast cells. Again using a murine model of skin previously sensitized with DNFB, Rijnierse et al demonstrated that treatment with intraperitoneal F991 prevented cellular infiltration and abrogated the development of diarrhea following rectal challenge with an antigen.

The experiments just described concentrated on the interaction of FLCs and mast cells. However, F991 has also been shown to reduce neutrophil influx in smoke-exposed murine lungs. In this study, Braber et al treated mice with oropharyngeal F991 twice daily, and demonstrated that the neutrophil count from lung-lavage fluid was reduced compared to untreated smoke-exposed mice. They also showed that F991 can inhibit the binding of FLCs to neutrophils in vitro, suggesting that it acted by impairing the chemotactic response. However, it is important to note that these findings contradict the study by Cohen et al that demonstrated that when added to neutrophils, FLCs impair chemotaxis in vitro.
FLCs as a therapeutic agent

A study by Matsumori et al examining the effects of FLCs in viral myocarditis found that treating encephalomyocarditis virus-inoculated mice with intraperitoneal F991 actually exacerbated the severity of the myocarditis.\(^{17}\) FLCs were shown to inhibit encephalomyocarditis viral replication in vitro, and pretreating infected mice with subcutaneous injections of κ or λ FLCs reduced the size of myocardial lesions and improved survival. To date, this is the only study that has shown a potential therapeutic role for FLCs. There is increasing interest in the pathological effects of FLCs and the potential use of F991 as a treatment in inflammatory disease; however, caution is needed, as this approach could be associated with an increased risk if concomitant infection with certain viruses occurred.

Conclusion and future perspectives

In this review, we have explored the potential utility of polyclonal FLCs as a biomarker of B-cell activity and adaptive immune activation in autoimmune and inflammatory conditions. The role of B cells in the pathogenesis of many different disease processes does however mean that the clinical utility could be hampered by a lack of specificity. In addition, the adaptive immune response to infections may at times confuse the interpretation of FLC measurements. Further prospective studies are needed to validate the use of FLCs as a biomarker in different disease cohorts. To date, the best evidence supporting their clinical utility is in SLE; however, this has yet to translate into routine clinical practice. FLCs also appear to have a clear role in the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis through CSF FLC analysis,\(^{92}\) and may also predict disease progression, although reports even in this indication have been conflicting.\(^{49,62–64,92}\)

It is important to consider when evaluating a new biomarker whether it has any advantage over other established ones. In inflammation, the relationship between high-sensitivity C-reactive protein CRP (hs-CRP) and FLCs has been evaluated in a study of four chronic disease cohorts and a healthy control population.\(^{93}\) Burmeister et al found that there was no correlation between cFLC (combined κ and λ FLC) levels and hs-CRP within the healthy control group (\(r=0.141, P=0.134\)). However, within the chronic disease cohorts (CKD, vasculitis, diabetes, and renal transplant recipients), relatively weak but statistically significant positive correlations were seen. The lack of a strong correlation highlights that FLCs and CRP are biomarkers of different aspects of the immune system, with CRP reflecting innate immunity and FLCs reflecting adaptive immunity. Although a relationship between the two in chronic inflammatory disease is unsurprising, their individual utilities are thus likely to be different. The possibility of combining these inflammatory markers in mortality-prediction models to gain an overview of the whole immune system has been highlighted in this study as an interesting concept for future research.\(^{93}\)

From a clinical perspective, if a patient has a polyclonal FLC level above the normal range, the associated increased risk of mortality needs to be recognized by the health care professional involved. Establishing a cause of adaptive immune activation in these individuals and exploring anti-inflammatory therapeutic strategies with the aim of reducing cardiovascular and other risks may be important. There is insufficient evidence at present to prove that interventions that reduce FLC concentrations would positively impact on clinical outcome in these individuals, but it seems a logical approach, and is certainly worthy of further investigation in appropriate prospective trials.

In addition to the potential role of FLCs as a clinical biomarker, understanding the biological functions of FLCs and their role in disease pathophysiology is an important area for further research. Several studies have highlighted the ability of FLCs to interact with mast cells and neutrophils, with the potential of promoting inflammation. Antagonizing FLCs is also a potential novel treatment; however, we need to fully understand all the biological roles of FLCs, and their potential protective or antagonistic role, especially in viral infections, needs to be resolved.
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